RAIL OPERATIONS CENTER

PROTECTING RAIL VITAL NETWORKS FROM IMMINENT CYBER THREATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>North American major metropolitan rail network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Requirement</td>
<td>Enable safe enterprise and Internet visibility into Operations Control Center vital networks, including visibility into locomotive locations, track outages, and network security status, while providing the greatest security protection from external attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterfall’s Unidirectional Solution</td>
<td>Unidirectional Gateways were deployed at the Operations Control Center providing one-way replication to the external network for OPC-UA servers, SQL Server databases and Syslog files residing in the Train Safety vital network. This architecture provide compliance with IEC 62443, ISO 27001 and other industrial security standards such as the upcoming TSS0701.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RAIL NETWORKS ARE FACING MODERN CYBER THREATS

Cyber attacks have already impacted rail systems in the USA, UK, Poland, Korea, Japan and countries. The more digitized rail networks become, the more vulnerable critical control centers are to cyber sabotage. Increased network connectivity and digitalization at the Operation Control Center (OCC) enable adoption of modern train protection systems such as positive train control (PTC) systems, cloud analytics, enterprise visibility into operations, and vendor-monitored predictive maintenance systems, while at the same time introducing threats to safe, reliable and cost-effective operations. To maintain the highest level of safety and reliability, OCC network perimeters must be protected by Unidirectional Security Gateways.

THE CHALLENGE

Provide safe external connectivity to the Operation Control Center vital networks to provide maintenance workers with positive control over when track outages are cleared and provide enterprise cyber-security teams with visibility into their most important operations networks, without putting those networks at risk of cyber attacks.

WATERFALL SOLUTION

A Waterfall Unidirectional Security Gateway replicates OCC SQL Server databases containing real-time locomotive locations and track outage data to the Metro’s enterprise network, and beyond that network to the Internet.

In addition, OPC-UA server tags are replicated to provide real time operational information from stations. Finally, Syslog data is replicated to provide network alarms in case of internal intrusions.

RESULTS & BENEFITS

Security: OCC networks are absolutely protected from online attacks originating on enterprise networks and from Internet-based attacks

Visibility: Unidirectional Gateways provide online access to real-time operations data, with no change to end-user procedures or business application integration configurations.

Compliance: Waterfall equipment is certified Common Criteria EAL4+ for security, is certified by NISA, ANSSI, NITES and others for critical infrastructures & simplifies compliance with IEC 62443, ISO 27001, TSS0701 and other industrial security standards.

100% Security, 100% Visibility, 100% Compliance
Waterfall Unidirectional Security Gateways replace firewalls in OT network environments, providing absolute protection to critical control systems from attacks emanating from external, less-trusted networks. Waterfall Gateways contain both hardware and software components. The gateway hardware is physically able to transmit information in only one direction – out of the OCC network to enterprise and Internet networks. The gateway software replicates servers and emulates devices. External users and applications use the replica systems normally and bi-directionally.

Waterfall products enable deep visibility into operations data and operations networks for enterprise users and systems, as well as for Internet-based websites, applications and cloud service providers. With Waterfall products deployed, such visibility is safe from attacks originating on these external networks because of the physically unidirectional nature of the products. Waterfall Unidirectional Gateways and related products provide safe access to Operations Control Center data, without providing access to OCC systems.

The Operation Control Center hosts vital, safety-critical networks, including energy systems, train safety and signaling networks. While these vital networks might once have been closed networks, modern digitization and efficiency initiatives demand new connectivity and data sharing capabilities. Control Systems standards, such as the IEC62443 or the upcoming European T550701 recommend Unidirectional gateways for interconnecting critical networks to external networks.

**Unidirectional Security Gateways Benefits:**

- Enable safe, real-time reporting of locomotive location, track and other operational status to business management, track technicians and the public, without putting safe operations at risk
- Eliminates risk to reliability, worker safety and public safety due to external cyber attacks
- Enables safe connectivity with cloud-based security operations and other service providers
- Enables compliance with even the strongest railway and industrial cybersecurity regulations, standards and guidance

**About Waterfall Security Solutions**

Waterfall Security Solutions is the global leader in industrial cybersecurity technology. Waterfall products, based on its innovative unidirectional security gateway technology, represent an evolutionary alternative to firewalls. The company’s expanding portfolio of customers includes national infrastructures, power plants, nuclear plants, offshore oil and gas facilities, rail transport, refineries, manufacturing plants, utility companies, and many more. Deployed throughout North America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia, Waterfall products support the widest range of leading industrial remote monitoring platforms, applications, databases and protocols in the market. Please contact: info@waterfall-security.com

Waterfall’s products are covered by U.S. Patents 8,222,005; 7,649,462; and by other pending patent applications in the US and other countries. “Waterfall”, the Waterfall Logo, “Stronger than Firewalls”, “In Logs We Trust”, “Unidirectional CloudConnect”, and “CloudConnect” and “One Way to Connect” are trademarks of Waterfall Security Solutions Ltd. All other trademarks mentioned above are the property of their respective owners. Waterfall Security reserves the right to change the content at any time without notice. Waterfall Security makes no commitment to update content and assumes no responsibility for any mistakes in this document. Copyright © 2018 Waterfall Security Solutions Ltd. All Rights Reserved.